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1. Participants

The Presidents

In the committee, the chair will act as the chief justice, thus, granting the floor, sustaining/overruling

objections, and ultimately, being completely responsible for the due procedure in the committee.

Prosecution/Defense, Republicans or Democrats

Both sides (depending on the case) will be responsible for representing their respective attorney within

the case either an attorney or a member of the U.S. Senate with a law degree. The accusing party and the one in

defense will be represented by two attorneys. Previous to the case, such will have to bear ample communication

with each other to successfully present oral arguments/briefs (explained in points 2 and 3) and for the justices to

consider their evidence as admissible and relevant.

Justices

Composed of 9 total members, will represent the current members of the Supreme Court (with one

exception) They will have the task of being prepared with knowledge from the case and the law in general, and

during the committee, they will have to listen carefully and impartially to the evidence presented by the

attorney, hence being the ones to convince. When oral arguments and other relevant statements are finished,

they are tasked with determining the final ruling which in both cases aims to change the U.S. Constitution.

Amicus curiae (friend of the court)

A “friend of the court” or amicus curiae in Latin, is an individual who is not a party to the case,

however, someone who is permitted to offer their essential testimony before the court, so they can contribute to

their final resolution based on their expertise on a topic. In the committee, the amicus will be characters from

the legislative and executive branches. (only 2 of them) Note: if you are of these characters, in order to be



eligible for an academic prize, one must act as their original character, as it not only enhances the committee but

also fulfills the initial purpose of the amicus curiae.

2. Procedure

● The committee will have a

standard model UN procedure,

under the COSMUN manual

for the purpose.

● The participants will have to

open/close sessions, but

suspending sessions will need

to be made as a motion to

adjourn the court.

● After the roll call is done, the

session is opened and the

agenda is established, no

further motion will be required

to proceed with the points

above, instead, the presidents

will be responsible for

introducing such points when

necessary.

● Both the lawyers and the

justices will have the possibility to ask questions (in the form of points of information) after each

element of the case is presented.

● The lawyers will have a designated time to present each element of the case before the court.



● After the oral arguments conclude, the lawyers will be asked to leave the room until the deliberation is

finished and then will be called back for the next case.

● Lastly, the justices will have the responsibility to make their deliberations in the form of a majority

opinion.

● Note: a warning will be provided in the form of a charge of contempt of court, as will also work

according to the COSMUN manual.

3. Preparation

Prosecution/Defense, Republicans/Democrats

Depending on the case, the appellant, or the party seeking a decision seeking to be overturned, will have

to file a writ of certiorari explaining the general context of the case and the legal precedent in their favor. On the

other hand, the defendants, or the ones seeking to keep a ruling in place, will have to file a countersuit in the

same format attached below for a writ of certiorari. It is noted that previous to the model, both sides must make

their suits available to the other side, and to the justices respectively.

Moreover, on top of the writs for BOTH topics, the attorneys can also prepare an opening statement for

each topic to be presented before the committee (such does not have to be shared)

Format for a writ of certiorari:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PGh9I_gf2axOn89m3gMkotzlCSrBaNeeDGCuPSydB5A/edit?usp=sharing

Justices

The justices will have to answer the QARMAS for both topics, as well as provide a general context of

each case before the QARMAS. The justices DO NOT need to prepare an opening speech.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PGh9I_gf2axOn89m3gMkotzlCSrBaNeeDGCuPSydB5A/edit?usp=sharing


Amicus curiae

The amicus curiae will also have to answer the QARMAS, as well providing a 1-page position paper, on

their relevance within the committee, as well as a biography, to embrace their character better.

Note: either a writ, QARMAS, or position paper need to be turned in in order to be eligible for academic prizes.

4. Objections

The following are 8 main objections used in a court of law to object either to witnesses or evidence. In

such a case, only objecting to evidence, but not to witnesses, as in real life, witnesses are non-existent within the

Supreme Court, only amicus curiae (if the council has another objection pursuant to the matter being treated,

he/she may do it, as long as it purpose is explained to the chair)

1. Irrelevant. That the testimony pursuant to a question asked or the particular item of evidence is not relevant

to the case.

2. The witness is incompetent.

3. Violation of the best evidence rule.

4. Violation of the hearsay rule.

5. Speculative. That the question calls for the witness to speculate about something.

6. Leading.  When the question posed by the attorney seeks to lead the witness to make an assertion.

7. Violation of the parol evidence rule.

8. Repetitive. (also asked and answered). The question has already been asked and answered.

Final note: if there is any question about the committee or the procedure in any of its forms, do not hesitate to

ask us, your presidents.

https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/best_evidence_rule
https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/hearsay
https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/parol_evidence

